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original template, where part of the text is printed
using a different typeface (e.g., template text in regular
type and form text in italic), we expect very poor
matching results. However, when image matching is
feasible, the use of drop out methods [2] is applicable.
Template parts are eliminated from the filled form
image making the readout of form fields robust.
Moreover, it is sufficient to store only the filled in parts
of the form; the form can be restored when necessary
by mounting the filled in area on the appropriate
template.
This paper presents a form handling approach that
has a high tolerance for differences in template layouts.
We recognize templates in a similar manner to the
human visual system, where recognition is based on
the content of dominant features while ignoring small
differences of the same logical form. The recognition is
based on logo similarity, text content, and geometrical
shapes such as lines and boxes. The combination of
different features eliminates the need for precise
matching at the pixel level, while maintaining a high
template recognition rate. Figure 1 depicts two forms
both used for a health insurance claim. The templates
may look the same to the human eye (at the global
level), but actually differ greatly in the details (locally);
thus, they cannot be handled at the image pixel level.
Various methods for locating information fields on
forms have been proposed. Some of them are based on
horizontal and vertical lines [3,4,5]. Others are based
on the location of the field with respect to instruction
fields (keywords) [6,7]. Methods based on lexical
information only, such as in [8], first require
performing optical character recognition (OCR) on the
entire image (the runtime issue) and expect to receive
fixed templates. The open question is how generic and
robust are those methods when handling forms of large
variant templates?
In our approach, we syntactically define the
template content such as text content and features,
boxes, and fields. Some of the geometrical features are
derived automatically from a representative template

Abstract
In today’s world, form processing systems must be
able to recognize mutant forms that appear to be based
on differing templates but are actually only a variation
of the original. A single definition of a representative
template actually covers large varieties of the same
logical templates. We developed a method and system,
similar to the human visual system, which
differentiates between templates via features such as
logos, dominant words, and geometrical shapes, while
ignoring minor details and variations. When the system
finds an appropriate template, it then decodes the
content of the form. Our approach has been applied in
several scenarios with encouraging results.

1. Introduction
With the prevalence and ease-of-use of today’s
printers, templates for filled-in forms can be printed
anywhere, to the extent that there is no longer a need
for "printing centers," where template replicas are
normally of exact size, identical character fonts and
types, matching topologies, and so on. This reality,
alongside the existing complexities of identifying
scanning artifacts, renders the template matching
process even more difficult in today’s systems.
The Internet facilitates downloading templates to be
filled in (thereby becoming a form), enabling people to
print them on any nearby printer [1]. Companies
generally print their forms in-house. All these printed
forms are subject to printer settings, user preferences,
and other parameters. The result is that form
processing systems must handle a rich set of forms
based upon the one original logical template.
Template recognition processes based on local or
global image matching methods are not sufficiently
tolerant to handle the differences between the
templates. For example, when comparing a form to its
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context, which may obey some rule constraints (e.g.,
dates) or items from dictionaries (e.g., names,
addresses). It is possible to define geometrical and
logical relations between all types of keywords and
fields. The logical relations are, for example, "value of
a field B exists if field A exists" or "field A is the sum
of fields B and C".
Checkboxes are defined by location and shape (box
or circle). Figure 2 exemplifies a keyword (red) and
data fields (green), and their syntax definitions. Note
that a keyword need not be a descriptive name of a data
field to be read, e.g., "Policy No." is not defined as a
keyword in this example.

image. Our approach has been implemented
successfully in several applications. The settings of the
system required the definition of only a small number
of representative templates; even though the templates
had many printing variants.

2. Template variants form processing
In our approach, we use most of the logical features in
a typical template (e.g., logo, keywords, instruction
fields, geometrical shapes etc.) to match the right
template to the form. The feature information is used to
register and locate the data fields to be read. The
registration is done with no modification to the input
form image, since modifications such as scaling,
translation, and rotation could degrade image quality,
which would be reflected in the recognition results.
This section presents the main stages of our system:
1. Template definition
2. Template recognition
3. Data fields readout
4. Optimizing run of batch of forms

Figure 2: Definition of "Policy Certificate"
keyword (red) and data fields (green)

2.2. Template recognition
The processing of an input form starts by
associating the form with a template. The template
recognition process is based on the recognition and
matching of dominant features printed on the input
form image and the template image. Template
recognition includes the following steps:
1. Preprocessing of the form image
2. Creation of a precedence templates list
3. Recognition by logo
4. Recognition by keywords
5. Recognition by lines
Due to the nature of variant templates it is not
expected that each of the above items is found with a
high accuracy. Thus, the final decision of template
recognition is a weighted function of the recognized
items’ accuracies.

Figure 1: Templates for a claim form, which
humans interpret as the same one

2.1. Template definition
The template definition is a logical description of
template elements and of the fields to be read from the
form. This description based on salient features, similar
to human-like interpretation, enabling us to handle
templates with large variances. The definition includes
logos, keywords, checkboxes, lines, and data fields.
Normally, one would expect a single logo per
template, located in a fixed position. Keywords are
defined by location and content description. This
content includes the syntax of the expected string,
exact format (spaces, case, font types, etc.) and relation
rules between keywords.
Data fields are specified by the filled in area
locations, expected syntax, and type of the field

2.2.1. Preprocessing of form image. The input form
image can be a binary, gray scale, or color image
format. Color images are converted into gray scale and
then binarized. Since most of the interesting
information is in the form of text and graphics, we use
dedicated binarization methods [9,10] to create proper
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3.

On the OCR results, apply fuzzy matching and
text alignment techniques [11] to locate the precise
keyword location.
Figures 4 – 6 exemplify the process.

binary images. Figure 3 exemplifies our binarization
with the advantages of emphasized text and removal of
the noisy background.
The entire form image is globally de-skewed only
when large skew angles are encountered. In most cases
there is no need to de-skew as forms are mostly
rectified when they are scanned. For OCR purposes,
local precise de-skewing is performed on field areas.

Figure 3: European ID card and its binary
image (whitened areas preserve privacy)

Figure 4: Locating first keyword; search
(blue), defined (pink), and located (green)

2.2.2. Creation of a precedence templates list. When
we compare several templates to a form, the templates
are first sorted according their rough distance from the
form image. This distance can be the difference in the
number of black runs between the form and the
template or the difference in the number of lines. This
helps ensure that the correct template is among the first
to be checked.

Our system must recognize a minimal number of
keywords; otherwise, the process stops and we proceed
to the next template in the list.
The locations of the found keywords serve as a
coarse registration between the form and template.
This registration is used in the first phase of the line
matching process, as described in the next step.
2.2.5. Recognition by lines. Any approach to matching
lines between the template and the form images needs
to be sufficiently robust to handle both global
differences in scale and location and local variations,
such as excess/missing lines or scale. The variations
can arise from the print and scan history of the image
and from form mutations. As input, our system takes
initial estimates of the global scale and shift from
previous stages. These estimates, as well as local scale
variations,
are
continuously
estimated
and
compensated for throughout the matching process.
Our solution is based on the linear programming
approach. It sorts the horizontal lines according to their
vertical position and attempts to find a first pair to
match. A pair of template-form lines is a possible
match if they have a large overlap in the tangential
direction and are close in the normal direction. For the
initial pair, the tolerances for matching are quite large,
allowing many potential matches. Using this first pair
as a reference point, we try to match another pair at
positions relative to the first pair, and so on, such that
every matching pair found serves as a reference for the
next pair. If a line is not matched, it is skipped. Thus,
our approach does a vertical pass on the images,
grading the complete matching by the sum of the
lengths of the template lines matched. This grading
puts an emphasis on correctly matched long lines. Out
of several passes with different initial matches, our
approach selects the one with the highest grade and

2.2.3. Recognition of template logo. Logos are very
predominant symbols in templates. Generally, they are
large and located at the top of the template. If a logo
exists in a template, its location is set in the template
definition. At the logo recognition stage, our system
searches for a logo in the form image in the vicinity of
the expected location.
The matching process takes into account different
printing scales and the skew of the logo. To speed up
the process, the selection of the search areas is in the
proximity of large connected components. Since
template recognition is not based only on logos, the
matching precision does not have to be exact.
2.2.4. Recognition of template keywords. The idea
behind the keyword recognition method is to search the
form for keywords that were defined for the template.
The challenge is to overcome differences between the
keywords’ location and appearance in the template
versus the form images.
Our system includes the following stages:
1. For the first keyword, set a large search window
around the defined keyword location. For the next
keywords, set precise search windows based on
the locations of previously found keywords.
2. In the search window, apply OCR and related
technologies (de-skew, binarization, and layout
analysis).
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compares its grade to the total line length in the
template to determine whether the template matches
the image.
The vertical lines are matched in a similar manner,
reversing the roles of the coordinates.

Figure 7: Field location by "Policy Certificate"
keyword

Figure 5: Locating subsequent keywords:
precise search (blue), defined (pink), and
located (green)

The results of the template recognition at the lines
stage is a list of pairs of lines; a line in the form and a
line in its corresponding template. The intersection of a
horizontal line with a vertical line is a corner. Similar
to the line pairs, the system creates a list of corner
pairs; a corner in the form has its pair in the template.
We define four corner orientations as depicted in bold
in Figure 8 and three types of line intersections on the
right.

Figure 6: Fuzzy matching of OCR results to
defined keyword "Policy Certificate" string

2.3. Read of data fields
Figure 8: Corner orientations and line
intersection types

The objective of a form processing system is to read
data fields in a form. The location of the fields must be
very precise since the actual reading is done by OCR
(proprietary OCR), which is very sensitive to noise.
For example, when a snippet image of a field includes
parts of a frame, the system recognizes vertical bars as
"1/l/I".

A regular box is composed of four different corners.
To locate a field in the form, the system first finds the
corners in the template that are closest to its box, as
defined in the definition of the field. The relevant pair
corners in the form are derived from the corner pairs
list. Our algorithm tries to build a valid box from those
corners, according to their orientations, their relative
locations, and the field box size. For example, a box
cannot be composed of two corners of the same
orientation. On the other hand, it can be composed, for
example, from two opposite diagonal corners. Figure 9
depicts the location of some fields from corners. The
exact field snippet to send to OCR (orange box in
Figure 9) is found by layout analysis on the rough field
location.

2.3.1. Data fields location. Our approach combines
keywords and geometric information to find
approximate locations for fields and then uses layout
techniques to refine the locations.
The calculation of a field location by keywords uses
the relative distances of a field from the closest
keyword. The approach derives the relative distances
from the template definition and corrects them using
the scale factors calculated at the registration stage.
The refined location is found by layout analysis of the
rough location area. Figure 7 depicts the rough location
(red) and the finer location (blue) of the "Policy No."
field.

2.3.2. Data fields decoding. The system does field
decoding by applying OCR to an image snippet of only
the field area. The OCR parameters are set according
to the field specifications; i.e., numeral/alphabet, font
type and size, syntax, etc. The OCR results are
enhanced by post OCR logic process, where results are
checked against relevant rules which field results must
obey, similar to the process for keywords, above.
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checkbox images and (rarely) by misregistration of text
fields.
The second application for this technology is a
system for extracting information from scanned
European identification cards (used in hotels counters).
In this application, the challenge is to recognize and
register forms based only on keywords and to read all
the card fields correctly. The results were very good:
based on an extended benchmark of 173 cards, the
system reached a recognition rate of 98.5 % for
correctly read fields. Most of the errors were in street
addresses that could easily be fixed by verifying them
against a database of local addresses.

In some applications it is enough to know whether
the field was filled or not. This is done by checking
whether a significant portion of its area contains text.

Figure 9: Location of field from corners (red).
Exact location (orange) found by layout
analysis

4. Conclusions
The approach proposed in this paper properly
handles a large variety of forms, as exemplified in the
results section. Using a combination of many features
to recognize the template and the comprehensive path
to locate fields precisely makes our method robust. The
ability to use a single definition to handle a template
and its many variants encourages the use of our
approach.

2.3.3. Checkbox decoding. Checkboxes are an
important feature in many forms but it is tricky to
determine whether a box is ticked. Checkboxes are
defined according to their location, size, and shape.
Our algorithm needs to be able to locate the box even
under extremely noisy conditions, typically caused by
the tick itself. Our system employs a two-phased
approach for square checkboxes. In the first pass,
morphological operators detect the box corners.
Equivalence classes are constructed from connected
corners that are correctly aligned and distanced. If the
first pass fails, a second pass employing the Hough
transform (for squares) is applied. A box is deemed as
ticked if a significant percentage of its interior is black.
For circular checkboxes, only the Hough transform (for
circles) method is used.
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3. Experimental results
Two applications currently use the technology
described above. The first is an automated form
recognition and routing system used by a backoffice
services company in the insurance industry. Forms are
routed according to type, and—for some forms—the
fields filled in by customers. The system is configured
to handle several dozen different insurance and health
forms. Many of the forms have between two and five
recognized mutations, with one insurance form having
as many as 50 mutations (one for every state in the
U.S.). Based on a benchmark containing 100-200
examples of each form. Recognition by keyword is
between 95 to 97% accurate and by line is 93%
accurate. Failures are mostly caused by severely
degraded images, such as forms that have been faxed
several times or printed at half their original size; this
makes OCR and line extraction very difficult. Correct
recognition of filled/empty fields is around 98%, with
misses typically caused by severe degradation of
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